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project on democracy and local governance in germany: an ... - project on democracy and local
governance in germany: an east-west comparison of local government-- preliminary and incomplete version
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industrial democracy and institutional environments: a ... - industrial democracy advocated by those
who endorsed this idea with zeal, and opposed the immediate implantation of a german-style co-determination
system. law – made in germany - german courts make swift decisions and that judgments are enforced –
after all, good law is also fast law. german law is steeped in the tradition of the system of codified law that has
evolved throughout continental europe and that has proven its worth even in difficult times. after the second
world war, it was german law that helped facilitate the “economic miracle”in west germanyter ... the welfare
state in postwar germany – institutions ... - first german democracy (1919-33), and national socialism,
the third reich (1933- 45). after a period of occupation, a democratic and capitalist west germany, the
western integration,german unification and the cold war ... - taken in berlin as the “seismograph” of
west german morale) in shaping its deutschlandpolitik , thereby encouraging entanglements between decision-making processes on the domestic and the international levels. who rules germany - uni-freiburg - art.
20 of the german constitution(grundgesetz = basic law) says: “all state authority is derived from the people.“
... a federal and parliamentary democracy. chancellor federal cabinet federal electorate (all citizens above 18)
länder electorate (all länder citizens above 18) bundestag federal diet 16 landtage state diets minister
president state cabinet bundesrat federal council ...
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